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ABSTRACT

Financial markets provide vast numbers of signals about the performance of com-
panies, banks, assets and economies. These signals can be used by risk managers
and regulators to better understand economic dependencies, correlations and phase
transitions. In this paper, we present a methodology for mapping multiple dimen-
sions of time series data into two-dimensional visual layouts by applying methods
from statistics and network theory. The methodology involves identifying important
correlations between the time series as well as monitoring individual series to deter-
mine which ones have extreme return values compared with their past performance.
Analysis is presented visually to give quick insight into a complex system moving
in time; for example, systemically important assets are easily recognizable as those
that are central in the minimum spanning tree structure of the correlation matrix, and
systemic events are visible as large numbers of assets having extreme values. We
present historical scenarios to illustrate the methodology.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Active trading institutions closely monitor market outlier activity. Goldman Sachs
famously decided to exit the subprime bond market in December 2006 after observing
ten sequential value-at-risk (VaR (Laubsch et al 1999; RiskMetrics 1996)) outliers
in its mortgage business (Nocera 2009). When VaR was pioneered at JP Morgan in
the 1990s, risk managers, traders and senior managers organized meetings to discuss
VaR exceptions. The objective was to interpret the market move: was it a signal or
noise? When such meetings happened several times a week, alarm bells would go off.
Risk was not normal, but it was escalating. Some recent research indicates that outlier
clustering precedes major phase transitions (ie, “risk-on” versus “risk-off” (Fenn et al
2010)) and is an indicator for cascading risk (see, for example, Sornette and Ouillon
2012).

Here, we present a methodology that combines multiple dimensions of time series
data into a two-dimensional layout, and uses outlier detection to alert the viewer to
particular assets and time periods in the visualization. This paper describes the stat-
istical methodology used for outlier detection and the network visualization methods
used to reduce the complexity of market data and the outlier analysis. Simultaneous
outliers in many assets often indicate a systemic event, that is, a disturbance at the
level of the system or market. In addition, strong correlations among the assets being
studied may be indicative of systemic risk.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the structure of
the input data for the system, and Section 3 presents the methodology used, including
statistical methods for summarizing assets and detecting outliers, as well as network
methods for complexity reduction and visualization. Section 4 describes how the
system visualizes complex market data with a collection of forty-one exchange-traded
funds (ETFs) chosen to represent a cross asset class view with many local markets.
Section 5 presents detailed case studies, and Section 6 concludes.

2 DATA

The input data may consist of any set of time series recorded at given points of time
(hourly, daily, monthly, yearly, etc). In the example running through this paper, we
use n days of prices for a collection of m assets. The input data thus forms a matrix,
whose general structure is shown in Table 1 on the facing page.

From the price data, we calculate each asset’s daily log returns. For asset j on day
i , the return value is equal to ri;j D log.pi;j =pi!1;j /. The methodology operates on
returns data, which can be organized into a matrix similar to the price matrix (see
Table 2 on the facing page). Note that there will be one fewer row in the returns
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TABLE 1 Structure of asset price data.

Date Asset1 Asset2 Asset3 ! ! ! Assetm

Date0 p0,1 p0,2 p0,3 ! ! ! p0;m
Date1 p1,1 p1,2 p1,3 ! ! ! p1;m
Date2 p2,1 p2,2 p2,3 ! ! ! p2;m
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Daten pn;1 pn;2 pn;3 ! ! ! pn;m

p0,1 represents the earliest observed price for the first asset, p1,1 represents the second earliest price for the first
asset and so on; pn;1 represents the most recent price for the first asset.

TABLE 2 Structure of asset returns data.

Date Asset1 Asset2 Asset3 ! ! ! Assetm

Date1 r1,1 r1,2 r1,3 ! ! ! r1;m
Date2 r2,1 r2,2 r2,3 ! ! ! r2;m
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Daten rn;1 rn;2 rn;3 ! ! ! rn;m

matrix, because returns are based on two consecutive days’ prices; thus, the earliest
day in the price data has no corresponding return value.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Summarizing assets

3.1.1 Individual asset summaries

Each day, we estimate the mean return and volatility of each asset. The mean return
value is estimated using the sample mean of the asset’s observed return values, and
volatility is estimated using an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
estimator of the returns’ standard deviation (RiskMetrics methodology: RiskMetrics
1996).

Using EWMA allows us to quickly see changes in the daily series. The window
length – that is, the number of previous observations used to estimate the mean return
and volatility each day – is often taken to be 100, but it may be longer or shorter
depending on the amount of historical data available or other considerations specific
to the use case. When only a short time series of historical data is available, estimating
volatility using the (not exponentially weighted) sample standard deviation may be
preferable.
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Suppose we have returns r1;j ; r2;j ; : : : ; rn;j for asset j , where rn;j is the most
recent return and r1;j is the oldest return. The sample mean of return values is
calculated as in (3.1) below, where n is the window length:

Nrj D 1

n

nX

iD1
ri;j : (3.1)

The EWMA estimate of the volatility is given in (3.2) below:1

Vj D

vuut
n!1X

iD0
.1 " !/!i .rn!i;j " Nrj /2; (3.2)

where ! is a constant between 0 and 1, and Nrj represents the sample mean of the
returns for asset j . See Pozzi et al (2012) for more on the interpretation of ! and an
alternative parameterization. Following RiskMetrics (1996) methodology, we take !
to equal 0.94 and assume the true mean return value is equal to zero (ie, we set Nrj to
0), giving the expression in (3.3) below:2

Vj D

vuut
n!1X

iD0
.0:06/.0:94i /r2n!i;j : (3.3)

3.1.2 Pairwise asset summaries

We also calculate the correlation between return values for each pair of assets, again
using an EWMA. Suppose we have returns r1;j ; r2;j ; : : : ; rn;j and r1;k; r2;k; : : : ; rn;k
for assets j and k. The EWMA estimate for the correlation is shown in (3.4) below,
where Vj and Vk represent the volatility of assets j and k, respectively, estimated as
described above, and Nrj and Nrk represent the sample means of each asset’s returns:

Corj;k D
Pn!1
iD0.1 " !/!i .rn!i;j " Nrj /.rn!i;k " Nrk/

VjVk
: (3.4)

Again, following RiskMetrics, we set ! D 0:94 and Nrj D Nrk D 0, giving the
expression in (3.5):

Corj;k D
Pn!1
iD0.0:06/.0:94

i /rn!i;j rn!i;k
VjVk

: (3.5)

The methodology in this paper is also applicable to other dependency metrics, such
as Granger causality (Billio et al 2012; Granger 1969), mutual information (Cover

1 The .1 " !/ term comes from the fact that
P1
iD0 !i D 1=.1 " !/ if 0 < ! < 1.

2 If the true mean return value is not equal to zero, Vj will be an overestimate of asset j ’s volatility.
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and Thomas 2006; Fiedor 2014), partial correlation (Barigozzi and Brownlees 2013;
Kenett et al 2010), vector autoregression (Amisano and Giannini 1997; Diebold and
Yilmaz 2011) and cointegration (Nelson and Plosser 1982; Yang et al 2014).

3.2 Complexity reduction: correlation analysis

A correlation matrix may be considered as a complete, undirected network, where
each asset is represented by a node (or vertex) and each pair of assets is joined by an
undirected link (or edge) that represents their correlation. In such a network, there are
m.m " 1/=2 links, if m is the number of assets. It is often of interest to know which
assets are most related to one other, or, more specifically, which assets’ correlations
are the most important. Here, we focus on the minimum spanning tree (Mantegna
1999) as a method for complexity reduction, while also considering other methods.
Birch et al (2015) illustrate several complexity reduction methods using assets from
the German DAX index.

3.2.1 Minimum spanning trees

A useful network-based method for reducing them.m"1/=2 pairwise correlations to a
smaller number of more meaningful correlations is to construct the minimum spanning
tree (MST (Mantegna 1999)) from the correlation matrix. A tree is an undirected
network in which any two pairs of nodes are connected by exactly one path, and a
spanning tree is any subset of a network that contains all of its nodes and is also a
tree. The MST of a network is calculated with respect to a link property and is the
spanning tree for which the sum of the links is minimized.

MSTs are often calculated with respect to a distance metric, so that minimizing the
metric corresponds to linking assets that are “close” to each other. The correlation
itself is not a distance metric, as it can be negative, and closeness is represented
by large, rather than small, values of the correlation. Mantegna calculates MSTs
using the Gower distance of the correlation, equal to

p
2.1 " Corj;k/ (Gower 1966).

Instead, we use the power distance, equal to 1 " Cor2j;k , because we are interested
in high positive or negative correlations. In particular, switching an exchange rate’s
base currency will change the sign of its correlation with other assets, although the
choice of base currency is essentially arbitrary. For example, the euro–USD exchange
rate contains exactly the same information as the USD–euro exchange rate, yet their
correlations with other assets will have opposite signs. The Gower distance is therefore
too restrictive, and its use could result in important relationships being left out of the
MST. Larger absolute values of the correlation correspond to smaller values of the
power distance, so minimizing the sum of power distances corresponds approximately
to maximizing the sum of the absolute correlations. The MST contains all the assets
being considered, and its links represent the most important relationships between
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the assets: an important relationship here being a correlation that is high in absolute
value.

Mantegna (1999) showed that, when calculating the MST using the Gower distance
transformation of the correlation, the structure of the resulting tree was economically
meaningful for those assets used to compute the Dow Jones IndustrialAverage (DJIA)
index as well as those used to compute the Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) index. He
also showed that the MST based on the Gower distance directly yields the subdominant
ultrametric distance matrix (Rammal et al 1986), in which the ultrametric distance
between any two assets is equal to the largest distance on the path that joins them (any
two nodes in a tree are joined by exactly one path). The ultrametric distance matrix
can then be used to create a hierarchical taxonomy of the assets. Although here we
only focus on MSTs (and use a different distance metric than that used by Mantegna),
the corresponding hierarchical taxonomy is an exciting extension for future work.
In addition to Mantegna’s seminal work with US stock prices, other applications
of MSTs in finance include global stock exchange indexes (Bonanno et al 2004),
currency markets (Mizuno et al 2006) and book-to-market ratio and market returns
(Brookfield et al 2013).

We illustrate the complexity reduction provided by MSTs in a small sample network
of eight ETFs, whose correlations were calculated based on return values observed
between January 3, 2014 and May 28, 2014 (100 observations).3 Figure 1 on the
facing page shows all correlations among these eight assets; even with such a small
number of assets, the number of links is quite large, and the important relationships
are difficult to discern.

Figure 2 on page 74 shows the corresponding MST, with a much simpler and
interpretable structure. VIX and S&P 500 are the most central assets, each linked to
four others, while each of the remaining assets is linked to only one other asset. The
assets that are more central in the MST tend to be more systemically important; that
is, large disruptions in the prices of such assets are more likely to be associated with
system-wide disruption. MSTs can also be used to assess systemic risk in a collection
of assets, as stronger correlations in the MST tend to indicate higher systemic risk.

3.2.2 Planar maximally filtered graphs

Another graph-theory-based technique for dimension reduction is the planar maxi-
mally filtered graph (PMFG (Tumminello et al 2005)). Like MSTs, PMFGs are also
constructed by transforming the correlation matrix into a distance matrix and choosing

3 The tickers for these ETFs are JNK (high yield bonds), VXX (VIX), SPY (S&P 500), UUP (USD),
USO (oil), AGG (fixed income), GLD (gold) and IYR (real estate).
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FIGURE 1 Sample network, all correlations.

a subset of the shortest distances that corresponds to the most important relationships.
PMFGs are more complex graphs than MSTs, as they have more links (3.m " 2/,
wherem is the number of nodes, versusm"1 in an MST) and allow cycles and cliques
(complete subgraphs) of up to four elements. The defining feature of a PMFG is that
the graph can be drawn on a planar surface with no link crossings. In addition, the
PMFG contains the MST; that is, all links in the MST are also present in the PMFG.

Figure 3 on page 75 shows the PMFG corresponding to the complete network shown
in Figure 1. It is both more simple than the complete network and more complex than
the corresponding MST shown in Figure 2 on the next page. The PMFG again shows
VIX and S&P 500 as the most central assets. With the additional links in the PMFG,
these assets are linked to all other assets. USD and fixed income are the least connected
assets with three links each.
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FIGURE 2 Sample network, minimum spanning tree.

PMFGs, like MSTs, have been found to be useful for understanding relationships
within groups of assets (see, for example, Aste et al 2010, Tumminello et al 2005,
Tumminello et al 2010 and Kenett et al 2010, to name a few). However, because a
primary focus here is visual simplicity, we restrict our analysis to MSTs and leave
PMFGs as a potential future extension.
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FIGURE 3 Sample network, planar maximally filtered graph.

3.2.3 Significance testing for correlations

A natural technique for filtering a correlation matrix is to consider only those cor-
relations that are statistically significantly different from zero. Significance testing
for correlations is generally carried out using the transformation due to Fisher (1915,
1921), which is equal to the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the sample correlation

arctanh.x/ # 1
2 log

!
1C x
1 " x

"
:

If the underlying data follows a bivariate normal distribution, the Fisher-transformed
correlation follows a distribution that is approximately normal with variance equal to
1=.n" 3/, where n is the number of observations from which the sample correlation
was calculated. Thus, for each correlation Corj;k , we could construct the test statistic
Fisher Zj;k D arctanh.Corj;k/

p
n " 3, which approximately follows a standard nor-

mal distribution if the underlying population correlation is equal to zero. We could
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then limit to those correlations with statistically significant test statistics (either by
comparing each test statistic to a standard critical value, such as 1.96 for a 5% level
test, or by applying a correction for multiple comparisons).

We choose not to base our complexity-reduction methods on significance testing
for two reasons. First, even if a correction for multiple comparisons is applied, each
correlation is effectively tested independently of the others; that is, the overall structure
of the correlation matrix is ignored, and therefore the set of significant correlations
may ignore important underlying structure within the network. Second, given a long
enough time series, most correlations will be significantly different from zero, even
if their observed values are so small as to be of little practical significance.

Although we do not utilize significance testing for filtering, we do perform signifi-
cance testing on the correlations in the MST and highlight the results as a descriptive,
rather than inferential, measure in the visualizations. For example, in the MST shown
in Figure 2 on page 74 the correlation between USD and S&P 500 is not statistically
significant at level ˛ D 0:1. Figure 4 on the facing page shows the MST with the
insignificant correlation marked as a dashed line.

When the number of assets grows large, it is often desirable to include a correction
for multiple testing, for example, the Bonferroni correction (Dunn 1961) or the method
of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) for controlling the false discovery rate (FDR). In
the example above, applying the Bonferroni correction yields the correlation between
S&P 500 and oil insignificant as well, while the FDR correction has no effect on
which correlations are labeled statistically significant.

3.2.4 Additional methods

Network-based methodology for clustering and complexity reduction is an active
area of research, and there are several additional models not explored here that could
lead to useful extensions of our MST-based methodology in future research. For
example, the directed bubble hierarchical tree (DBHT (Song et al 2012)) extends
the PMFG methodology to yield a clustering partition and hierarchy, and it has been
shown to perform well on data from the New York Stock Exchange (Musmeci et al
2014). Measures of similarity besides the correlation are also possible, as discussed
in Section 3.1.2.

3.3 Network layouts

An additional feature of MSTs is that they can be visualized with nodes placed such
that link lengths depend on the corresponding correlation values. If link lengths are
inversely proportional to the (absolute) correlation, then nodes with higher (absolute)
correlation will be placed more closely together, thus making it easy to quickly see
which nodes are the most correlated. The radial tree layout algorithm of Bachmaier
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FIGURE 4 Sample network, MST with insignificant correlations marked.

et al (2005) is a common method for mapping link lengths to any numeric link
property. Nodes are placed such that links extend radially out from the most connected
nodes and link lengths are proportional to the given link property. Here, we use
1 " jCorj;kj for mapping link lengths, so that linked assets with high positive or
negative correlation are placed close together. Another option for displaying this type
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FIGURE 5 Sample network, MST with radial tree layout.

of data is a circle tree layout (Bachmaier et al 2005), which arranges the terminal
nodes (that is, those nodes that link to only one other node) uniformly along the
circumference of a circle and the remaining nodes inside the circle. The drawback
of a circle tree layout for our purposes is that link lengths generally correspond only
approximately to the chosen link property, and so the correlation distances shown
would not be exact.

Figure 5 shows our sample network from Figure 1 on page 73, Figure 2 on page 74,
Figure 3 on page 75 and Figure 4 on the preceding page, now with the assets placed
according to the radial tree layout. We can see instantly, and without the correlation
values labeled, that the strongest correlation is between VIX and S&P 500, and that
the weakest correlation in the MST is S&P 500 with USD (while S&P 500 is the asset
with which USD is most correlated).
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Displaying the MST with radial tree layout effectively creates a map of the assets
being considered. The MST filters out details to maintain only the most important
correlations, and the layout represents the correlations and their magnitude in a two-
dimensional space. Starting from a potentially very large data set of asset prices or
returns, the map shows the important connections among assets, the strength of these
connections and how the assets cluster together.

3.4 Outlier detection

Detecting outliers is a general problem with a large literature in statistics, computer
science, engineering, finance and economics, among other fields. In finance, outlier
detection is often used for pre-processing or cleaning time series of prices or returns,
where extreme values are detected and then possibly replaced with more moderate
values. For example, Dacorogna et al (2001) and Brownlees and Gallo (2006) use
standard-deviation-based methods with moving windows for cleaning high-frequency
price data; Puigvert Gutiérrez and Fortiana Gregori (2008) use similar methods for
daily data. Model-based methods for outlier detection in finance may utilize, for
example, autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH (Chen and Liu 1993)),
generalizedARCH (GARCH (Franses and Ghijsels 1999; Franses and van Dijk 1999))
or, more recently, artificial neural network GARCH (ANN-GARCH (Maillet and
Merlin 2009)) models. In addition, there is a large literature on robust methods for
analyzing data that may contain outliers (see, for example, Grossi 2004; Hampel et al
2005). Finally, Hodge and Austin (2004) and Chandola et al (2009) provide general
overviews on outlier detection.

Estimating tail distributions is notoriously difficult; however, here we are sim-
ply estimating tail probabilities (labeling observations as outliers or not) rather
than distributional forms, so our results should be less sensitive to deviations from
normality.

3.4.1 Daily outliers

For each asset, we calculate its daily standard deviation (SD) move, equal to its daily
return standardized by its volatility. Daily asset returns do not typically follow an
exact normal distribution; in particular, daily returns tend to have fatter tails than a
normal distribution and be slightly asymmetric, with extreme negative values more
likely than extreme positive values (Cont 2001). However, as the time scale of the
returns increases, the return distribution becomes more normal (Cont 2001), and even
at fairly short time intervals the distribution of price changes may not differ strikingly
from normality (see, for example, Cont 2001, Figure 2). The SD move, therefore,
approximately corresponds to a test statistic for determining whether the day’s return
is significantly different from zero, ie, if the underlying price changed significantly
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from previous values. Thus, we label an asset’s daily return as an outlier if its SD move
is extreme, relative to the upper or lower 5% tails of the standard normal distribution;
that is, if it is larger than 1.645 or less than "1.645.

The most recent SD move for asset j , denoted as zn;j , is thus calculated as in (3.6):

zn;j D
rn;j

Vn;j
; (3.6)

where rn;j represents the return of the given asset today andVn;j is the asset’s volatility
estimated today using the nmost recent returns (as in (3.3)). The asset is labeled as an
outlier if its SD move is larger than 1.645 or less than "1.645. Each day, we classify
each asset as an outlier or not.

We use node size and color to show assets’ SD moves and label outliers. Positive
returns are colored green, and negative returns are colored red, with shading such that
outlier nodes are more opaque than non-outliers. In addition, nodes are sized by the
absolute value of their SD move. Outliers, therefore, instantly stand out as the darker,
larger nodes. Figure 6 on the facing page adds node size and color to our sample
network shown in Figure 1 on page 73, Figure 2 on page 74, Figure 3 on page 75,
Figure 4 on page 77 and Figure 5 on page 78. We instantly see that oil was a negative
outlier on May 28, 2014, while fixed income was a positive outlier, and that all assets
except USD and fixed income had negative returns that day. In addition to showing
insignificant correlations as dashed lines, we also color negative correlation links red.
Gray links represent positive correlations.

Adding size, color and shading to the nodes appends non-spatial data to the map,
thus putting the assets’ correlation structure in context with returns and outliers.

3.4.2 Multivariate clustering of outliers

Multivariate clustering labels each day as extreme or not, based on the total number
of outliers (ie, positive outliers and negative outliers combined). An extreme number
of outliers is often associated with systemic events, so extreme days are of particular
interest for studying system-level disruptions. If the assets’ returns were independent,
labeling days as extreme could be based on the quantiles of the binomial distribu-
tion, with n being equal to the number of assets in the model and p being equal to
0.1 (because assets are labeled as outliers based on the upper and lower 5% of the
normal distribution). However, returns are typically correlated, and often strongly so;
therefore, the binomial distribution is not a good model for the total number of daily
outliers. Instead, we use the empirical distribution of total outliers. We calculate the
90th percentile of the observed number of total outliers per day and label as extreme
those days whose total outlier count is larger than the 90th percentile. In other words,
we label the 10% of days that have the highest total outlier count as extreme.
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FIGURE 6 Correlation network, MST with radial tree layout and outliers marked.

3.5 Stress testing

Given a collection of asset returns, stress testing can be carried out using linear
regression models. Given an asset or set of assets to stress, a linear model is fit for
each other asset, with the stressed assets as predictors. Stress test results are then
obtained by using the desired values for the stressed assets (the stressed values) in
the estimated regression equations. The calculations can be expressed compactly with
matrix notation. LetS represent the set of stressed assets (nodes) andN the remaining
(non-stressed) assets. If" and˙ represent the estimated mean and covariance matrix
of all the assets, ordered with non-stressed assets first, we can express them as below:

" D
 
"N

"S

!
; ˙ D

 
˙N;N ˙N;S

˙S;N ˙S;S

!
:
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Also, let rS and rN represent return values for the stressed and non-stressed assets,
respectively. If rS is equal to the stressed values, then the predicted values of rN given
these stressed values (ie, the stress test results), OrN, are as shown in (3.7) below:

OrN D "N C˙N;S˙
!1
S;S.rS " "S/: (3.7)

When conducting stress tests, care should always be taken that the stressed values
are reasonable based on the observed returns for the given asset. In particular, stressed
values should be within the observed range of returns for each stressed asset. Using
stressed values that are beyond the range of observed values extends the linear model
beyond the range of observed data; such extrapolation is unlikely to provide valid
results.

4 VISUALIZING MARKET DYNAMICS

The methodology presented in Section 3 allows us to create from any series of asset
returns a series of daily network maps that illustrate information about the assets,
correlations between assets and the overall structure of the collection of assets. Infor-
mation in the network map is conveyed through the layout of the nodes, which reveal
network structure; the size, color and darkness of the nodes, which reveal informa-
tion about the returns; and the color and style of the links, which provide information
about the sign and significance of the correlations in the minimum spanning tree.
Before considering case studies, we briefly illustrate the methodology on a larger set
of ETFs. These ETFs are listed and described in Table 3 on the facing page.

Figure 7 on page 84 shows the correlation map on November 28, 2014, when the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) announced that it would
not cut production after months of falling oil prices (see, for example, Hjelmgaard
2014). In the center of the tree, we see large negative outliers in energy and oil, as
well as, for example, CAD, due to Canada’s energy sector. The US stock markets
were largely unaffected (eg, DJIA, highlighted in blue), while European markets
were slightly down (eg, Germany and Italy). We also see a slight flight to safety,
with bonds up slightly (at the bottom of the tree). Note also that the bond ETFs are
linked in a cluster; we also see an Asian cluster at the opposite end of the tree and a
European cluster just below it (although not all labels are visible, the European cluster
contains ETFs for France, Italy, Germany, the United Kingdom and Europe). Based
on the previous two years of data, the 90th percentile of total daily outliers was equal
to eleven. There were fifteen total outliers (fourteen positive and one negative) on
November 28, 2014; thus, it was an extreme day overall.

Figure 8 on page 85 shows another extreme day, June 29, 2015, when Greece
announced it would hold a referendum on the bailout offered by international creditors
(see, for example, BBC News 2015).We see a large negative shock to US and European
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TABLE 3 ETFs and descriptions.

Ticker Description

BND Total bond index
DBC Commodities
DIA DJIA
DXJ Japan stocks (in JPY)
EEM Emerging markets
EFA EAFE
EMB EMBI
EPP Asia excluding Japan
EWG Germany
EWI Italy
EWJ Japan
EWQ France
EWU United Kingdom
FXB GBP
FXC CAD
FXE EUR
FXI China
FXY JPY
GDX Gold miners
GLD Gold
IYR Real estate
JNK High yield bonds
LQD Corporate bonds
NKY Nikkei 225
SLV Silver
SPY S&P 500
TIP Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)
TLT 20YC government
USO Oil
UUP USD index
VGK Europe
VPL Asia
VXX VIX short-term futures
XIU Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) 60
XLB Materials
XLE Energy
XLF Financials
XLK Technology
XLU Utilities
CSJ Barclays 1–3Y US
FXF Swiss Franc index (CHF)
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FIGURE 7 ETF correlation map, November 28, 2014.

equities at the right of the tree, as well as flight to safety represented by the positive
outliers for US bonds and Japanese yen. We also see an increase in uncertainty,
manifested by VIX volatility’s large increase. The total outlier count for this day was
twenty-seven.

Finally, in Figure 9 on page 86 we show stress test results for the June 29, 2015
network shown in Figure 8 on the facing page. The stress test corresponds to an
increase of 1.3% for gold (ticker GLD), an increase of 2.9% for gold miners (ticket
GDX) and an increase of 3.3% for oil (ticker USO), all of which correspond to two
standard deviations. Figure 9 shows the same tree and network layout as in Figure 8,
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FIGURE 8 ETF correlation map, June 29, 2015.

but now with nodes sized, colored and shaded according to their stress test results,
and stressed nodes shown as sunbursts. We see that most assets are predicted to
have positive returns under these stress conditions; but most predicted returns are
not so extreme as to be outliers. The two assets whose stress test results are outliers,
commodities (ticker DBC) and CAD (Canadian Dollar Index, ticker FXC), are closely
linked to one of the stressed assets (oil) in the tree.

5 CASE STUDIES

We now present two detailed case studies to further illustrate the methodology
described in the previous sections.

5.1 US housing market early warning

We first present a case study using US housing market data. The underlying data points
are house price indexes by state, measured quarterly. Here, states take the place of
assets in the previous examples. Network analytics clearly show the following distinct
phases of the US housing bubble.
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FIGURE 9 ETF correlation map, June 29, 2015 stress test results.

FIGURE 10 Positive outlier returns, October 2003.
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Phase 1: bubble emergence characterized by clustering of positive outliers.

Phase 2: tapering with fewer positive outliers and clustering of negative price changes.

Phase 3: bust characterized by negative outlier clustering.

Phase 4: bottoming characterized by moderation of negative outliers and positive
price changes.

Phase 5: re-emergence marked by positive outliers.

Phase 1: bubble emergence, October 2003

We detect the first statistically significant outlier activity in October 2003. This is
shown in Figure 10 on the facing page, where we see strong upward price movements
in California and the states with which it had strong correlations. The states that were
outliers for that quarter are shown to the left of the network visualization, and the
number of outliers for each network in the series is shown above the network visu-
alization. Positive outlier bars are shown above the center line and negative outliers
below, with bars in extreme quarters colored green and red.

Bubble confirmation, July 2004

July 2004 marked the first quarter that was extreme in terms of total number of outliers,
as seen in Figure 11 on the next page. We see the whole center of the network with
high positive price movements, and a large bubble for Nevada, which has almost 12%
house price increases in a single quarter.

Phase 2: tapering, April 2006

We can see a waning US real estate market byApril 2006 (Figure 12 on the next page),
marked by increasing clusters of negative price movements (red nodes). We measure
the overall correlations with the length of the tree and see that the tree length has
continually decreased over the housing bubble period (ie, overall correlations have
strengthened).

Phase 3: bust

July 2007 (Figure 13 on page 89) marked the first negative outlier and an increasingly
coupled, or more correlated, network.

Housing crisis

April 2009 (Figure 14 on page 89) marked another extreme quarter in terms of the
total number of outliers. Note also the continued compression of the network.
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FIGURE 11 Statistically significant aggregate outlier detection in US housing prices.

FIGURE 12 Negative price movements, April 2006.
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FIGURE 13 First negative outlier observed in Florida, July 2007.

FIGURE 14 Statistically significant negative outlier clustering, April 2009.
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FIGURE 15 Synchronized positive movements, July 2011.

Housing recovery

July 2011 (Figure 15) marked the beginning of synchronized positive house price
changes. Note that the network remains highly coupled.

New bubble emerging?

April 2013 (Figure 16 on the facing page) marks the first cluster of positive outliers,
as the network continues to compress.

Positive outlier clustering

April 2014 (Figure 17 on the facing page) shows many positive outliers as the housing
network continues to couple, although the quarter is not extreme in terms of total
outliers. The housing market seems to be driven by a single factor, implying high
systemic risk.

Figure 10 on page 86 to Figure 17 on the facing page show the MSTs zoomed
to fill the available space, in order to show as much detail as possible; that is, link
lengths are not comparable across these visualizations. Figure 18 on page 92 shows
several housing MSTs all on the same scale, in order to show the shrinking of the
tree from 2000 to 2015, through the housing bubble and financial crisis. We see that
after the recent housing recovery, we have not returned to the pre-bubble structure of
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FIGURE 16 Positive outliers for Nevada and Texas, April 2013.

FIGURE 17 Broad clustering of positive outliers, April 2014.
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FIGURE 18 Shrinking of US housing market MST, 2000–2015.

(a) January 2000. (b) July 2004. (c) July 2009. (d) October 2015.

the tree. In contrast, housing markets are more coupled than they were at the peak of
the crisis.

Here, network-based analytics with outlier detection has clearly shown the major
inflection points of the US housing market. From a systemic risk perspective, cor-
relations have increased substantially over the last decade to reach record lev-
els. While the positive momentum in housing prices indicates that further expan-
sion is likely, close coupling (ie, high correlation between states) makes the hous-
ing market vulnerable to shocks. Given the collapse in the oil prices and the
energy and resource sector, we expect housing prices in certain states to fall
significantly.

5.2 China bubble early warning

We now present a case study of China’s 2015 bubble burst, using the same set of
ETFs used in Section 4. We illustrate this process of systemic risk using FXI, the
most liquid US-listed China ETF. The China bubble followed a classic four-phase
process of emerging systemic risk.
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FIGURE 19 China equity outlier, April 17, 2015.

Phase 1: bubble with exponential rise, positive outliers and momentum.

Phase 2: topping marked by negative outliers and increasing volatility.

Phase 3: bust marked by negative outlier clustering and imbalance, and downward
spiral.

Phase 4: contagion to other asset classes.

From Phase 1 to 2

Figure 19 shows the network map for April 17, 2015. The charts on the left show the
price, return and volatility for China (FXI) for the previous twenty days, with positive
and negative outliers marked green and red, respectively. For price and volatility,
values are labeled as outliers if they are outside the observed range of values during
the previous 100 days. Above the network map is a longer time series of FXI’s returns,
with gray bands representing 95% VaR and returns outside the bands marked as
outliers.

From the charts on the left of Figure 19, we see that the final stage of Phase 1 was
marked by a positive outlier cluster and escalating volatility between March 30 and
April 10. Then, on April 17, Chinese equities plunged by two standard deviations.
This marked the beginning of a topping sequence, which is characterized by increased
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FIGURE 20 China outlier snapshot and VaR backtesting graph, June 26, 2015.

volatility and downside outlier clustering, as more market participants become aware
of a new disruptive investment theme (see Laubsch 2014, 2016).

Phase 3: bear transition

Between April 17 and June 29, markets continued to trade sideways, increasingly
tilting from positive to negative outlier imbalance. China’s June 26 negative outlier
(see Figure 20) marks a critical point, as increased negative outlier clustering becomes
obvious. We also begin to observe contagion across Asia, with the negative outlier for
Asia excluding Japan (ticker EPP).

Phase 4: contagion

Figure 21 on the facing page shows the network on June 29. The China outlier on that
day marked broader systemic risk contagion, with a classic flight to safety. S&P 500
and other equity indexes dropped by over 2.8 standard deviations. The chart at the left
of Figure 21 on the facing page shows systematic risk sharply increasing after showing
100-day lows. Systematic risk is measured as the largest eigenvalue of the correlation
matrix divided by the sum of its eigenvalues. The eigenvectors of a correlation matrix
are orthogonal to each other, and the data can be projected in terms of its eigenvectors.
Eigenvectors correspond to principal components, and the eigenvalues correspond to
the variance explained by the principal components. Laloux et al (1999) found on
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FIGURE 21 China outlier snapshot and VaR backtesting graph, June 29, 2015.

the S&P 500 (and other markets) that the largest eigenvalue is well separated from
the rest and corresponds to the whole market, as the corresponding eigenvector has
roughly equal components. The next largest eigenvectors carry information about the
real correlations and can be used in identifying clusters of strongly interacting assets.
The smaller eigenvectors are noise.

We also see that markets are beginning to couple, as evidenced by the sharp drop
in the length of tree, plotted in the second chart at the left of Figure 21. The length of
tree is equal to the sum of the link lengths in the tree. Each link has length equal to
one minus the absolute value of the corresponding correlation; thus, a lower length
of tree indicates more correlated assets overall.

Led by a plunge in oil, commodities and emerging markets, Chinese equities con-
tinue a downward spiral on July 6. Instead of occupying the periphery with low
correlation to other assets, China moves closer to the center of the network, as can be
seen in Figure 22 on the next page.

China becomes closely coupled to emerging markets (ticker EEM), and its corre-
lations with other assets increase broadly. Figure 23 on page 97 shows an alternative
network visualization, with China in the center and other nodes arranged in a circle
around it. Link lengths scale as in the tree visualization, so that shorter links represent
larger absolute values of the correlation. The nodes have been filtered so that only
those whose absolute correlation with China is greater than 0.4 are shown. The band
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FIGURE 22 Systemic risk spiral with China in the middle, July 6, 2015.

at the top of Figure 23 shows the time series of the correlation between emerging mar-
kets and China, with gray bands marking the range of values seen over the previous
hundred days and green dots indicating outliers relative to the 100-day history.

China’s three-stage bubble-to-bust sequence is summarized in the 100-day chart in
Figure 24 on the facing page.

The exponential rise of China’s stocks, even as economic growth began to falter, is
yet another classic equity bubble case study. Outlier risk signals focus our attention
on important changes in social sentiment, which can result in major phase transitions.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a visual system for mapping multiple dimensions
of market dynamics into two-dimensional visual layouts or “maps”. A set of asset
prices is first converted to returns, which are then analyzed along several dimen-
sions. The returns are converted into a series of correlation matrixes, from which we
calculate minimum spanning trees that highlight the important correlations among
the assets being studied. The strength of the correlations in the MST can be used
as a measure of systemic risk, and the most central assets in the tree tend to be the
most systemically important. In addition, we have developed statistical methods for
alerting the viewer to outlier behavior in single assets or in the set of assets under
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FIGURE 23 China correlation focus map and emerging markets coupling, July 6, 2015.

FIGURE 24 China’s rapid boom-to-bust phase transition.
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consideration. Days in which an extreme number of assets are labeled as outliers are
especially important for studying system-level disruptions. Network visualizations
provide quick insights into these different dimensions of market dynamics. The sys-
tem may find particular application in the monitoring of escalation of systemic risks
in markets. However, the methodology can be applied to any time series data set to
quickly uncover dependencies visually.

The system is quite flexible, and many aspects may be changed based on specific
use cases. For example, the window length can be varied; volatilities and correlations
can be estimated with or without exponential weighting; the distance measure used for
calculating the MST may be replaced with, eg, the Gower distance; or the significance
threshold for determining outliers may be changed. In addition, alternative similarity
metrics may be used in place of the correlation, as discussed in Section 3.1.2, and the
PMFG could be used in place of the MST if retaining a larger number of pairwise
relationships is desired.

We have shown how escalating market stress is visible in the system using the
examples of the US housing bubble and the China bubble. Future work will consider
other assets and financial indicators, such as stocks of financial institutions for the
purposes of macro-prudential surveillance; currency exchange rates for the purpose
of foreign exchange risk analysis; or credit default swaps on government debts for
the purpose of country risk analysis.
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